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This all-inclusive, self-study resource provides project managers with all the information they need

to thoroughly prepare for the Project Management Professional (PMP) certification exam. Learning

tools in this comprehensive PMP exam prep kit include a textbook, 6 audio CDs, a quick-reference

guide, 250 flashcards, and 8-hours trial access to online eLearning courses with practice exams.

The material covers all the processes, inputs, tools, and outputs found in the fifth edition of

theÂ PMBOK Guide and gives students insider secrets, test tricks and tips, hundreds of practice

questions, and exercises designed to help them master key concepts covered on the test.

Candidates who use this kit go into the PMP exam armed with confidence and everything they need

to pass on the first try.
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Last Monday I passed the PMP certification exam. The PMP prep. kit was recommended by a

friend. I read the book cover to cover and listened to all the CD's. I then used the summary folder

enclosed in the kit to recreate the table listing the 47 processes within the knowledge areas and

correlating process groups. It is very important to be able to recreate the inputs, tools and outputs

as well. Lastly, make sure you understand and can write down all the EVMS, communication and

pert. equations required. I worked hundreds of practice problems until I was proficient enough to



take the exam successfully (80% correct).This is a great study program. You have to be disciplined

and make sure you know the material as PMI structures project management before taking the

exam. Do not simply rely on your years of experience as a project management. Again, this PMP

prep. kit is exceptional and will serve you well. - Matt Crocker

I took the Velociteach, Pass the PMP training class, and this exam prep kit material was used in the

class. I read the book, used the Velociteach online training, listened to the CD's, and did all of the

practice tests in the book and at velociteach.com. I passed the exam on my first try. If you do all of

the necessary exam preparation as described in the prep kit, you have all the tools you need to

pass the PMP exam on your first try.

Shipping details indicated 5 business days and I received this in three (including a weekend),

amazing shipping! I am sitting for my exam on December 7th, currently enrolled in formal PMI study

group while reading the PMBOK v5 and Rita Mulcaheys PMP Exam prep 8th edition. On a

preliminary basis, it appears the Velociteach All in One Exam kit will CRUSH the Rita manual for

content in prepping for the exam. Bottom line, there are some people who need additional aides to

study (like me) and others who can simply read the PMBOK and pass. I told others yesterday, this

Andy Crowe kit is like a PMP Boot Camp rolled into a box where the end-user can read at their

leisure (versus 8 hours per day for X amount of days in a Boot Camp) with traditional "fire-hosing" of

information.This kit includes all you need, book, flashcards, six audio CD's, the reference guide

(great for your exam brain dump) and online practice exams. I welcome any questions as I pride

myself of prudent purchases.I sincerely believe every person pursuing their PMP should purchase

this item, if they're serious about having the three letters PMP after their name. Also, another review

listed this as having only 500 MB on the audio CDs, well, to correct him, its actually 743.8 MB

I just passed the PMP on December 16, 2014. I took a PMP Prep course sponsored by my local

PMI chapter. They used this kit as the primary study materials for the class. With only this kit and

the PMBOK, I had everything I needed to pass the exam! The flashcards were great for quizzing

myself or recruiting friends/family to help me study. The CDs were my favorite! On it Andy and his

crew provide valuable ways to think about the material to help you remember it and insight to how

PMI thinks about certain topics. Other  users commented about how the CDs are antiquated

technology. Maybe so, but I found the format to be very useful because I could just pop the CDs in

my car and listen while I was driving. This was a neat way to absorb the material without being



limited to just sitting at your desk or kitchen table. Finally, the kit provided a number of practice

questions in both the workbook and via the online website access. If you are diligent in your

studying and follow Andy's advice, you can definitely pass your PMP on the first try. I did! :-)

I passed on the first time - really reading the book, doing the practice tests, making sure I

understood everything - all of that was key. Materials are all very clear and relevant to the exam

content. This wasn't the only thing I used in studying for the exam, but I think if it had been, I would

probably still have passed on the first time.

This book is a savior. Couldn't have passed the exam without it. Read it cover to cover. Clear

explaination of concepts. Helps to understand how each input tools techniques link within and

across processes. Coverage on quant for the pmp exam is on point. The questions, the flashcards,

the book content all complement each other. And especially the definition of all the pmp principles at

the end of the book is terrific.

I passed the PMP exam on my first try and this was my only source for studying. The content and

tools were complete and thorough and the practice tests were critical to passing on the first try. I

utilized all of the tools included in this product for 2 months prior to taking the test.

I took a PMP prep class through my job and this was the reference provided by the instructor's

company. I read it cover to cover during the two-week course (in accordance with the syllabus) and

listened to the entire CD collection during the course. I used the CDs as a supplement driving to and

from work during the course dates. Also listed a second time in the days leading up to the PMP

exam. Now the question everyone actually cares about with these reviews. Did I pass the PMP?

Yes, on my first attempt. I used this specific Andy Crowe material along with a text by Furman in

order to get a second take on PMI's material. The online test bank was very helpful in that it gave

insight into how PMI crafts questions and how you need to wrap your mind around the material.
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